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CRISPY FLOURLESS POTATO CAKE
This is a quick recipe for those of you who are Irish or for
those less inclined, except March 17.
PARTS LIST:
· 1 pound russet potatoes, unpeeled
· 1/2 onion, grated
· Salt
· 1 ounce butter
ASSEMBLY:
1. Boil the potatoes and allow to cool, then peel and
coarsely grate them.
2. Combine with the onion and season with salt. Heat
half the butter in a nonstick frying pan over a
medium heat, pile in the potato and onion mixture,
and flatten this down. Cook for about 10 minutes
until you see the edges starting to brown.
3. Now slide the potato cake onto a plate, then place
the pan upside down over the plate and transfer
the cake, cooked-side up, into the pan. You may
want to add the rest of the butter round the edges
now. Cook for another 10 minutes until the
underside is crisp. Cut into wedges and serve hot.
Total time: Under 30 minutes
Copyright Patrick Taylor, 2017
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Finnegin: " My wife has a terrible habit of staying up 'til
two o'clock in the morning. I can't break her of it. "
Keenan: " What on earth is she doin' up at that time? "
Finnegin: " Waitin' for me to come home. "
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COMING EVENT

NED DEVINE'S IRISH PUB IN MILTON
Join us on Sunday, March 18th (St. Patrick's Hangover Day) at 575 Ontario Street South
Milton (corner of Hwy 25, which is Ontario Street, and Derry Road)
Meet at the Pub at 12:00 noon and enjoy great Irish pub fare for a late breakfast or lunch.
We'll be in our own separate area with one big table and in close proximity to the dart boards
where we'll engage in some fun competition.
For menu details and directions, go to www.neddevines.ca or reach them at 905-864-6794.
Please confirm your attendance by leaving a message at 905-335-3702 (Gerry's).
Oh yeh, and when ya leave Ned's, may the road rise up ta meet ya!

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE
We hope we can keep the momentum going! It was great to see so many members out for our preth
Christmas gathering at Emma's and our early spring opener is March 18 at an Irish Pub in Milton,
Ontario (details above). So, we want to see you there. Hopefully you won't have to drive through
high winds and torrential rain as with the Emma's event, and by mid-March, hopefully any signs of
snow will be behind us. It will be worth the journey….green beer, darts and lots of old car stories.
We have put together a great slate of monthly touring events starting in May; some mentioned in
the Newsletter and some we are just finalizing in the next month. As always, ideas and
suggestions for tours are most welcome!
All the best, Gerry

EDITOR'S PLEA
Your editor has developed writer's block and is finding it hard to create material suitable for your
Newsletter. Can any readers out there cobble together a short car story – humorous, serious, from
long ago, last week? Give it a try.

The late Bishop Sheen stated that the reason the Irish fight so often among themselves is that
they're always assured of having a worthy opponent.
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KISS THE GOOD TIMES GOODBYE – II
Editor

As we oldsters get over the shock of reading Bob Lutz' futuristic article in the January Newsletter, I
was reflecting on it and looking for signs of current events that are drawing the automobile industry
into fulfilling his forecast. This week I read the GM has created a Maven agency in Toronto.
“Millennials, start your engines - with your smartphones. That's the promise of Maven, the latest
car-sharing service to arrive in Toronto. General Motors is behind the brand, which launched
Tuesday (2018 02 13) with some 40 vehicles that can be found in lots across the city. Maven aims
to distinguish itself from similar companies like Zipcar, Enterprise CarShare and Car2go, with
slicker technology, lower prices and a range of vehicles — from compact cars to SUVs. It's already
running in big U.S. cities, where nearly eight-of-10 drivers using it are between 18-34” (John Rieti,
CBC News). If this age group is eagerly using Maven, what future does the auto industry have? For that
matter, who is going to buy our antique cars in the future? And how will the children of Millennials develop
a taste for the glories of the open road when they have never experienced it? If people our age are wary of
autonomous cars and Millennials are losing interest in owning any vehicle, society will slowly fulfill the
prophecy. At some future point, we won't be allowed to drive and the private auto age is over for most of
us.
As Lutz mentioned, the current business model is driven by 'value added'. As auto sales falter, the auto
industries won't be profitable, so how will they survive? They will have to build vehicles that large
fleet corporations want – Uber, Lyft, possibly Amazon, etcetera - and the 'value added' products
ordered by these companies will determine the survivors.
Perhaps our environment will benefit from battery and electrical motors capable of long driving
distances with we passengers only enjoying the view. Where engines are needed, diesel will
replace gasoline as in Europe and most developed countries elsewhere.
General Motors' bid to rule whatever comes after the self-driving apocalypse - and the end of
private car ownership as we know it - has gone international. Today, the automaker's in-house carsharing company, Maven, announced it is expanding to Toronto. Maven already operates in most
major US cities, and now Torontonians will have access to a fleet of 40 cars, including fully loaded
models of Chevy Malibu and Volt, GMC Acadia and Yukon, and Cadillac ATS sedan and XT5
crossover, which they can rent the hour (CBC News).
The incremental nature of this announcement belies the importance of Maven to GM as it makes
$150 billion worth of cars every year, and this sort of effort -renting a few dozen cars for $8 an hour will neither spook nor inspire the accountants. But the he-who-drives-it-buys-it paradigm on which
those sales are based is fading, to make room for a new way.
In other words, GM's core business - selling cars to people - is on its way out, if slowly. Car-sharing
and ride-hailing are already changing how people use vehicles, mostly by making it easier to get
along without buying the things. Before long, automation will compound and accelerate that shift.
But successfully making that business model shift means successfully shifting the business model
which takes time and experience. Chief among them, they already know how to build cars. But
that's just one bit of a sprawling jigsaw puzzle. Maven helps GM with the missing pieces. It offers a
look at how people all over the country - and now outside it - use vehicles. How often they rent,
where they like to go, what models they prefer. Through its Gig service, Maven also rents vehicles
by the week to people who want to drive for the likes of Uber, Lyft, or Grubhub. Maven lets GM
Cont’d. P. 5
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KISS THE GOOD TIMES GOODBYE – II, Cont’d.
figure out how to maintain fleets of cars, keeping them in working order, full of fuel, and clean. It's
all need-to-know stuff for a company whose focus has always been getting a person to buy a car,
then getting them to come back a few years later for another. A company that now wants to do
business in a new way (Much of this article adapted from John Rieti, CBC News). The other major
worldwide automobile companies are, like GM, tip-toeing into this new environment, determined to
remain a winner.

THE PAST

THE FUTURE

_______________________________________
First published in Old Autos, 2017 11 29

The self-parking wheel
partially lowered from its
‘continental position.

Story behind these photos is on P. 6
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PARKING MADE EASY
Editor

I was intrigued by the Parallel Parking photo in Old Autos 2017 11 29, (P. 5, Btm), and decided to do
additional research on this car as I had seen it at a Packard Meet in the US in the Nineties.
A young engineer, Brooks Walker, set out to solve the parallel parking problem. In 1953, Walker
modified a new Packard Cavalier sedan at his California business, Walker Research, and made it
into one of the most famous postwar Packards. Using a series of hydraulic pumps and lines,
gears, and the Packard's right rear tire and continental spare tire, Walker came up with his own
unique system for easing the parking procedure. Apparently, nobody bit on the idea, leaving
Walker's prototype, his personal 1953 Packard, the only known example featuring the patented
system. As late as the 1970s, Walker was still developing a parallel-parking system for cars, and
his last known effort was on a Saab sedan. Other cars Walker adapted to this system included an
early-1950s Ford station wagon, a 1957 Oldsmobile station wagon, and a 1951 Cadillac Sixty
Special. All of these cars were modified from beneath to allow the tire to be hidden under the car
until it was lowered in the process of parking the car. Each of these devices necessitated cutting
out part of the bottom of each car, and, in the case of the station wagons, modifications were
required and the rear fenders were extended so that the gas tank could be hidden in the driver's
side rear fender.
What set the Packard apart from Walker's other self-parking cars was the fact the Packard used
the tire of the continental kit to move the car from side to side. This spark of genius brought Walker
closer to his goal of making the self-parking system a bolt-on kit that could be applied to any car
without changes to its basic structure. By using a Packard, Walker knew his target audience for
the self-parking device.
To engage the self-parking feature, the driver flipped one of three dash-mounted switches to lower
the continental tire, which descended via the hydraulic pumps until the car's rear wheels were lifted
off the ground by the continental tire. Once in the air, and with the car running, the driver then
shifted the car into gear as the right rear tire spun. While the tire spun, it turned a wooden wheel
that started a series of belts into motion. The belts spun a giant gear on the back of the continental
spare tire, which turned the tire left or right, depending on which gear the car was in. If the car was
put into Reverse, the Packard's tail section moved the car away from the curb; when in Drive, the
car turned curb-ward. Because the self-parking system used the Packard's drivetrain, the brakes
also worked to stop the continental spare tire from turning once the car was in position. Once the
car was in position, the driver lowered the car and turned it off.
After demonstrating this procedure at several auto shows in 1953, Walker kept the Packard in
order to maintain the patent on (and secrecy of) the self-parking device. While he drove the
Cadillac Sixty Special for more than 100,000 miles with its under-the-trunk unit, he drove the
Packard far less. Today, it sports only 48,000 miles.

Why is it that, at class reunions, you feel younger than everyone else looks?
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ODDS 'n ENDS
EXTENDED LIFE ANTIFREEZE
Information was just published in the Auburn Cord Duesenberg Club Newsletter (2013)
concerning the use of "extended life" antifreeze in cars over 10 years old. In a nutshell - don't do it!
Under no circumstances should ”Extended Life" antifreeze, which utilizes Organic Additive
Technology (OAT, H-OAT, or N-OAT) as one of its chemicals, ever be used in cars over 10 years
old. It attacks the gaskets and gasket cements in cars, causing major leaks and forcing ultraexpensive repairs. The "Silver Ghost Association" Rolls Royce people have documented massive
cooling system failures apparently caused by this antifreeze product. Antifreeze that can be used
safely in our cars uses older-fashioned Inorganic Additive Technology (IAT) additive. You cannot
tell by the color of the antifreeze if it's safe to use. Also, the product may be labeled "Safe for Older
Cars" meaning 10 years old at most. Brands to be AVOIDED are all Prestone lines and Zerex's G05 in the gold-color container. Avoid any "extended-life" antifreeze. None of us wants to pull and
rebuild our cars' engines. Acceptable brands are Peak, Peak's HD Product "Sierra," and Zerex
Original Green in the white container. If any of the OAT, H-OAT, or N-OAT products are in your car,
the cooling system should promptly be drained and the flushed thoroughly, and IAT antifreeze
installed.

MADE UP TO A STANDARD - History

the Russell Motor Car Company

Jaroslaw Petryshyn
General Store Publishing House
Burnstown, ON, 2000
Here are some thoughts on the changing auto industry in the early 1900s from the above book. Mr.
Petryshn has written extensively on the auto industry.
“Progress, it has been said, is the law of life; the moment progression ceases retrogression sets in.
. . . Profound changes were taking place in the industry that car companies could ignore only at
their peril. These included the introduction of the moving assembly line (Ford), the manufacturing
of standardized, interchangeable parts (Leland), and refinements in motor, chassis and body
design. These combined, heralded an era of cost-efficient, large scale production for the mass
market.
. . . in 1911, Charles F. Kettering of Delco Co. developed the electric self-starter. . . . In 1913, fortyeight North American manufacturers had redesigned their vehicles to integrate the self-starter; by
1914 only five companies or 8% of all producers did not provide for it.” Pp 95-6.

An Irishman who had a little too much to drink is driving home from the city one night and, of
course, his car is weaving violently all over the road.
A cop pulls him over. "So," says the cop to the driver, "where have ya been?"
"Why, I've been to the pub of course," slurs the drunk.
"Well," says the cop, "it looks like you've had quite a few to drink this evening."
"I did all right," the drunk says with a smile.
"Did you know," says the cop, standing straight and folding his arms across his chest, "that a
few intersections back, your wife fell out of your car?"
"Oh, thank heavens," sighs the drunk. "For a minute there, I thought I'd gone deaf."
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DATE

2018 EVENTS

Sun. March 18 - Gerry suggests An Afternoon of Darts at Ned Devine’s Pub in Milton.
Come for lunch and then try a game of darts or cheer on your friends. P. 3
Sat. April 21 - Chris Bullock wants you to join him as we visit the Canadian Automotive
Museum and Parkwood Estate in Oshawa. Dinner before heading home.
Sat. May 26 - John Cote is hosting a riverside drive from Niagara-on-the-Lake to Fort
Erie. Highlights include GretzkyVinyard, Laura Secord House , and much more.
June

July

Jim Galvin is arranging a tour of the Hamburg Brewery, including its Model
Railway.
Gerry is again hosting a mid-summer tour and barbecue at his estate.
*BOLD and LARGE indicates Niagara Packards events.

REMEMBER: You may attend any Niagara Packards event in any make of vintage/modern car.

Almost time to get those garage doors ready to open!

USED CARS
Ted Powell is having a fire sale of his cars for sale, including the following Packard models - 1940
grey Packard 160 with Factory A/C, 1953 black Packard Patrician, 1956 yellow and white Packard
400, 1956 green Packard Patrician, 1955 gold Packard Patrician. He has enjoyable tales about all
his cars. Why not call Ted, have a chat and make an/some offers? 905 772-5387.
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